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NONDETERMINISTIC ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS 
AND NONCONFLUENT TERM REWRITING 

HEINRICH HUSSMANN 

D Algebraic specifications are generalized to the case of nondeterministic opera- 
tions by admitting models with set-valued functions (multialgebras). General 
(in particular, nonconfluent) term-rewriting systems are studied as a specifica- 
tion language for this semantic framework. A calculus for nondeterministic 
specifications is given which is similar to term rewriting but which employs an 
additional determinacy predicate. Soundness, ground completeness, and initial- 
ity results are given. Small examples illustrate the range of possible applica- 
tions. a 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with a generalization of the algebraic specification approach to 
nondeterministic operations. It is quite obvious why this is an interesting goal: 
Nondeterminism has been introduced in order to obtain a more abstract view of a class 
of complex problems. Thus a rigorous abstract approach to software specification has 
either to integrate this phenomenon or to show that it is superfluous. 

In the early days of algebraic specifications there were some approaches which aimed 
at the simulation of nondeterminism within the framework of classical algebraic 
specifications. Typical work in this direction has been described in [19] and [5]. 

Unfortunately, a number of paradigms of algebraic specifications were lost within these 
approaches. In particular, the direct relation between a syntactic term and its semantic 
counterpart (interpretation) was weakened. The models remained deterministic, so 
nondeterministic behavior could only be circumscribed by predicates modeling the 
input-output relation. More recent work has tried the other way, to change the basic 
concepts of algebraic specifications in order to cope with nondeterminism. Kaplan [15] 
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still tries to refine the classical theory, but he assumes a particular built-in “choice” 
operator with special syntactical and semantical properties, whereas Nipkow [16] and 
Hesselink [lo] switch over to an essentially different semantic framework. Both papers 
take as the semantic basis for nondeterministic specifications the so-called multiafge- 
bras, which assume operations to be set-valued. But both papers explicitly exclude the 
question of an appropriate specification language for nondeterministic specifications. 
The paper at hand is based on multialgebras and tries to fill this gap by considering a 
nondeterministic algebraic specification language. 

In order to keep with the basic principles of algebraic specifications, it is important 
to design a calculus which is easy to handle in the sense that it can be treated 
mechanically. The success of equational algebraic specifications is based to a great 
extent on the existence of interpreters which use term-rewriting techniques for assigning 
an operational semantics to the axiom set (“algebraic programming”). As is well 
known, the main prerequisite for such a treatment of the equations is the confluence 
condition. 

The starting point of this paper is to use term-rewriting systems as a specification 
language for nondeterministic algebraic specifications. Corresponding to the nature of 
nondeterministic computations, a set of possible outcomes of a reduction process is 
appropriate. Hence we drop the confluence condition and treat general term-rewriting 
systems without a confluence condition. 

At first sight, this approach may appear almost trivial: Nonconfluent term-replace- 
ment systems are a well-known tool for the operational semantics of nondeterministic 
programming languages (as in [4]). This article now studies the exact relationship of 
such an operational concept to a semantic background formulated in terms of algebraic 
model theory. This leads to the definition of a particular class of term-rewriting systems 
and to a particular refinement of the term-rewriting calculus where operational and 
model-oriented semantics fit together smoothly. 

Such an approach is interesting from two different points of view: 

On the one hand, the ready-made theory for term rewriting can be used to deal with 
nondeterministic specifications. In particular, some existing software tools can be 
used for studies of nondeterminism (provided they fulfil particular conditions). 

On the other hand, the new approach gives a clean semantics for applications of term 
rewriting in algebraic programming where the confluence condition is violated. 
This is quite important, since the confluence property for a given term-rewriting 
system is undecidable. Therefore it is a frequent situation that term rewriting is 
applied to a system the confluence of which is unknown. The approach given here 
gives a more precise semantic characterization of such a situation than the 
classical equational interpretation. 

This article explains the basic ideas of the author’s thesis [14]. In the thesis, a 
broader approach to the topic was chosen. A number of generalizations are studied 
there, in particular the cases of conditional rewrite rules and of partial nondeterministic 
operations. 

The article is structured as follows: After the introduction of some basic notions 
(Section 2), Section 3 gives a formal definition of nondeterminism in algebraic 
structures (using multialgebras). Term rewriting without a confluence condition is dealt 
with in Section 4. The following section discusses the problem of integrating a correct 
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and useful parameter mechanism into this framework. For this purpose, a new kind of 
“determinacy” formulae and a refinement of term rewriting are introduced. Section 6 
gives a condition under which the calculus shows a kind of (ground) completeness. In 
order to get classical initiality results, in Section 7 a particular class of models is 
distinguished. A few examples are collected in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 gives a 
short overview of how existing software tools can be used for the new formalism. 

2. BASIC NOTIONS 

Familiarity of the reader with the basic theory of algebraic specifications and term 
rewriting is presupposed. We use a notation which is similar to that of [20] for algebraic 
specifications and similar to that of [ 121 for term-rewriting systems. In particular: 

The symbol C always means a signature (i.e. a set of sort symbols S and a set of 
function symbols F, together with functionalities for them). X = ( Xs)seS is a family of 
countably infinite sets of variable symbols for every sort s. W(C, X), denotes the set 
of terms (of sort s) built out of the function symbols in F and the variable symbols in 
X. The set W(Z., (ZI), of ground terms is abbreviated by W(C),. The sort indices are 
omitted where they are obvious from the context. A substitution is a family of 
mappings u = (a,) SE s where a, : X, + W(C, X), and ({ xeX ( a(x) #xx) ) ~3. A 
substitution u is extended to an endomorphism on W(C, X) by u(f( t, , . . . , t,)) = 

.o(Jt,, . . . , atJ. 
Given a term-rewriting system R (i.e. a set of rules of the form I-+ r, where 1 and 

r are terms of the same sort), we denote by +*, the term-rewriting relation generated 
by R (i.e. the smallest reflexive and transitive relation on terms which contains all 
instances of rules in R and which is compatible with the term-building operations). 

For a proper treatment of set-valued functions we need the following notions for 
power sets: 

P(M) = {NINEM}, &?‘(M)={NJNLI4AN#Qr). 

3. NONDETERMINISTIC ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS 

An algorithm is called nondeterministic if it allows for states of computation where the 
continuation state is ambiguous, i.e., there is a free, nonpredictable choice of the 
algorithm between a number of alternatives. The most important design decision for the 
new theory is how to combine this nondeterminacy with the classical concept of an 
algebra. Since we want to keep close to the standard concepts, we still think of an 
operation f A : s A --f sr A within an algebra as an operational unit 

x-’ fA q -+Y 

where the input to f A is a single data object out of the carrier set s A, and the output 
of f * again is a single data object of s’ A. 
that fA, 

The only difference from the standard case is 
given a concrete input value x, can choose freely among a number of 

possibilities for its output value y. If we want to describe this input-output relation 
mathematically, it is quite natural to use a set-valued function 

fA : sA+p+(S’A) 
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which gives the set of possible outcomes for each concrete input value. The basic 
paradigm that the input to f * is a data object (and not a set of data objects) has 
important consequences for an appropriate specification language. In particular, logical 
variables should range over basic (deterministic) objects, not over nondeterministic 
expressions. 

The ideas above can be summarized in the following definition, which is consistent 
with the notion of a multialgebra found e.g. in [17] and [8]: 

Definition. A C-multialgebra A is a tuple A = (S*, FA), where 

SA is a family of nonempty carrier sets: S* = (~*),~~s, sA # iz, for SES, and 

F* is a family of set-valued functions: F” = (fA)fcF, where 

j-A :s,* x ..* XS;+g,+(SA) for [f:s, x ... XS,+S]EF. 

The class of all E-multialgebras is called MAlg(C). 

The interpretation of terms within a C-multialgebra is defined by an additive 
extension of the semantics for the function symbols. As was mentioned above, variables 
within a term are to be interpreted by objects of the respective carrier set. This is 
mirrored within the following definition by the fact that a valuation delivers an element 
of S* [and not of y~‘(s”)J: 

DeJinition. Let A = (SA, F”) be a C-multialgebra. 
A valuation /3 from X into A is a family /3 = ( fi,),,s of mappings /I, : X,$ --t s”. 
The interpretation IO* is a family of mappings 

IfifS is defined inductively as follows: 

(1) If t=x and XEX,, then ILs[t] = {p(x)}. 

(2) If t =f(t,, . , t,), where [s: S, x . . * x s, +]EF, then 

If CE W(C),, we write I* instead of I&$. Again, the indices for sorts are frequently 
omitted. 

As the atomic constituent of axioms for specifying classes of multialgebras we use 
inclusion rules as an oriented equivalent to equations. We denote an inclusion rule 
between two terms of the same sort by 

Cl-t2 

which means informally “t2 describes some of the possibilities for the values of t 1”. 
More formally: 

Definition. Let A be a C-multialgebra. An inclusion rule tl + t2 is valid in A 
(A t= tl + 12) iff for all valuations 0 the following set inclusion holds: 

1(q[t1] I>zj‘yt2]. 
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A nondeterministic algebraic speciJication is a tuple T = (C, R) where C is a 
signature and R is a finite set of inclusion rules. A C-multialgebra A is a model of T 
iff for all inclusion rules Cp ER one has A E a. The symbol Mod(T) denotes the class 
of all models of T. 

The following example is a specification of natural numbers, augmented by some 
nondeterministic operations: 

spec NAT 

sort Nat 
func zero: -+ Nat, succ: Nat -+ Nat, 

add: Nat x Nat -+ Nat, double: Nat -+ Nat, 
or: Nat x Nat + Nat, some: -+ Nat 

rules 
add(zero, x) -+x, add(succ( x), y) -+ succ(add( x, y)), 
double( x) -+ add( x, x), 

0rC-c Y) --+x7 or(x, y> -sY, 
some --f x 

end 

The rule for “some” shows clearly that we do not impose any restrictions on the 
occurrence of variables. This is different from the usual definition of term-rewriting 
rules, where the “free” variable x on the right-hand side would be illegal. 

A model N of NAT takes the natural numbers Xl as the carrier set NatN and defines 
the operations as follows: 

zeroN = (0)) succN(n)={n+ l}, 

addN(n,m) = {n+m}, doubleN(n)={2n}, 

orN(n, m) = {n, m}, someN= ti. 

4. NONCONFLUENT TERM REWRITING 

Term-rewriting techniques can be used for deciding the equivalence of terms within an 
equational specification if a confluent set of rewriting rules can be derived from the 
axiom set. In a first approach, we want to use term rewriting also for nondeterministic 
specifications. In this case it is natural to drop the confluence condition and to try to 
establish an oriented equivalent of the classical Birkhoff theorem (soundness and 
completeness): 

t1-+*t R2 e Mod(R) F (tl-‘t2). (*) 

Unfortunately, the soundness part of (*) does not hold without a serious restriction on 
the syntactical form of specifications. As an example consider the specification NAT and 
the model N as introduced above. Within the classical term-rewriting calculus, we can 
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derive from the axioms 

double(or(zero, succ(zero))) *z add(or(zero, succ(zero)) I or(zero, succ(Zero))) 

+ iadd(zero, or(zero, succ(zero))) + j?add(zero, succ(zero)) -+ isucc(zero) 

But within the model N we get the interpretations 

ZF[double(or(zero, succ(zero)))] = (0,2), ZF[succ(zero)] = {l}. 

The problem sketched above is well known from the theory of nondeterministic 
programming languages [2, 91. Our semantic framework contains functions with a 
so-called “call-time choice” parameter-passing mechanism (since a function takes only 
objects as its parameters), but the term rewriting calculus uses a “copy-rule” semantics 
which is called “run-time choice” (a function takes nondeterministic expressions as its 
parameters). A first, naive idea for solving the problem is to exclude the problematic 
cases: 

Definition. A term t e W(C, X) is called linear iff it does not contain multiple 
occurrences of variables. An inclusion rule I+ r is right-linear iff r is linear. A set 
R of inclusion rules is right-linear iff all rules in R are right-linear. 

Theorem I. Let T = (E, R) be a nondeterministic algebraic specification where R 
is right-linear and ly!Xfor all l+r~R. Then for tl, t2E W(C, X) 

Mod(T) t= tl +t2 ++ t1 +;t2. 

PROOF. Omitted here. 0 

Unfortunately, the restriction to right-linear specifications is completely unacceptable 
from a practical point of view. For instance, the axiom for double in NAT above violates 
the restriction, and so do the classical rules for multiplication. 

The following section gives an alternative solution to the problem by reconsidering 
the relationship of deterministic and nondeterministic values. 

5. NONDETERMINISTIC SPECIFICATIONS WRT A 
DETERMINISTIC BASIS 

In this section, an extension of the specification language is given which allows us to 
designate syntactically the deterministic “basis” part of a specification. The determinis- 

tic terms correspond to the data objects in the model-theoretic semantics. 
Our approach is inspired by an analogy to problems appearing during the extension 

of algebraic specifications to partial functions [6]. There the equational calculus turns 
out to be incorrect as soon as the instantiation of variables with “undefined” terms is 
admitted. The remedy chosen there is to introduce a defnedness predicate which 
allows one to restrict the instances of rules to defined terms. Analogously we introduce 
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now a determinacy predicate: 

Definition. A (C, X-)DET rule is of the form 

DET( t) where tdv(C, x). 

This rule is valid in a C-multialgebra A [A k m?r(t)] iff for all valuations 0, 

Iri;‘[t]j= 1. 

In the following, the terms “algebraic specification” and “model” are understood to 

include DET rules, too. 

For instance, the specification NAT above should be enriched (at least) by the axioms 

DET(Zer0)) DET(SUCC( n)) . 

The term-rewriting relation has to be changed analogously. The most important change 

is that an instance of a rule is only admitted if for all the terms which are used to 

instantiate the rule the determinacy has been proved. We give below a definition of the 

new calculus (which now differs from the classical term-rewriting definitions): 

Dejinition. Let T = (C, I?) be a nondeterministic algebraic specification (including DET 

rules). A formula t 1 --* t2 or DET( t) is derivable within T [T E t 1 -+ t2 or T k 
DET(C)] iff there is a derivation for it using the following logical deduction rules: 

(REFL) t’t if tEW(E, X), 

(TRANS) 
t1+t2, t2+t3 

t1-+t3 
if tl, t2, t3EW(C, X), 

( CONGR) 
ti + t; 

f( If 5 . * , 7 ti- f,lfT ti+ { 9 , . . 7 t,) ‘f( ‘, 7 . . ’ f ti- I3 tl ? ti+ 1 T ’ ’ . 9 t,> 

if [S:s, X *-* x.s,+s]~F, lj~W(C, X),, forjE{l,..., n>, t;EW(E;, X),;, 

(AXIOM-D) 
DET( UX,) , . . . , DET( (7X,) 

ul-+ur 

if (1 +r)&, u:X-+W(C,X), {x,,...,x,}=Vars(l)UVars(r), 

(AXIOM-R) 
DET(UX,), . . . ,DET(UX,) 

DET(Ut) 

if (DET(t))ER, u: X-, W(Z, X), (x ,,..., xn} =Vars(t), 

(DET-X) ___ 
DET( X) 

if xGX, 

(DET-D) 
DET(tl), tl -f t2 

DET( t2) 
if 11, t2EW(C, X), 

(DET-R) 
DET( tl), tl -+ t2 

t2-+t1 
if tl, t2EW(C, X). 
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A remark about the names of the rules: (REFL), (TRANS), and (CONGR) describe the 
classical rules of reflexivity, transitivity, and congruence. The AXIOM rules explain the 
application of an axiom out of the specification text. The three DET rules are necessary 
in order to use the special properties of deterministic terms within a deduction. 
Moreover, note that there is no general rule for using an instance of a derivation rule: 
the rule (DET-X) just allows one to deduce that a single variable is always deterministic. 

Now we can prove a soundness result without the right-linearity condition: 

Theorem 2. Let T = (C, R) be a nondeterministic algebraic specification. Then for 
t 1, t2 E WCC, X) the foIlowing implications hold: 

TF- tl +t2 * Mod(T) E tl --t t2, 

Tk DET(tl) * Mod(T) KDDET(~~). 

PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of the derivation. Let A E 
Mod(T), and /3 be a valuation in A. 

For a deduction using as its last rule the rule (REFL) we have to show that 

z;P[t] =Ij‘p] 

(which is obvious). Similarly, the (TRANS) rule corresponds to the transitivity of set 
inclusion. 

The correctness of a deduction with (CONGR) as its last rule is a consequence of the 
additive interpretation of terms: 

q[f(f,>.-> tn>] = {eEf A(e,, . .,e,)le,EIA[tj] for 1 sjsn} 

2 {eEf”(e,. .,e,)le,EIA[t;] for 1 cjln. 

j#i, eieZA[ti] 1 

(since by the induction hypothesis I,,? [ t;] 1 It [ t:] ) 

=zp”[f(t I,..., t,_,,t;,t;+ ,r.. .J,>]. 

For the rules (AXIOM-D) and (AXIOM-R), the precondition ensures that the substitution 
u, interpreted within a model, assigns single data values to variables, i.e., it corre- 
sponds to a valuation of the variables. Thus the correctness follows from the definition 
of the validity of an inclusion rule. 

If the deduction rules (DET-D) and (DET-R) are applied, then from the induction 
hypotheses 

zpA[t1] =,I;[121 and IZt[tl]]= 1 

it follows that ( Zt[t2] 1 = 1 and Zc[tl] = Zt[t2] (since Zt[t2] is nonempty). 
(DET-X) is correct because variables are assumed to denote objects (not sets): 

It may be considered unsatisfactory that our new sound calculus is different from the 
term-rewriting calculus (since it relies on the DET predicate). But it can be easily seen 
that the frequently used “innermost” strategy for term rewriting corresponds to the 
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new calculus for a large class of specifications (those which employ the so-called 
“principle of definition” [ll]). Moreover, it turns out that some term-rewriting 
machines use implementation tricks which automatically circumvent the difficulties of 
call-time choice (see Section 9). 

Using the calculus above, we can give precise definitions for a number of notions 
which are useful for reasoning about nondeterministic specifications: 

A term t’ is called a descendant of the term t iff 

t-t-t’. 

A term t is called deterministic iff for all terms t’ 

I-tt’t’ * t- t’ +t. 

A term t is called provably deterministic iff 

t--ET(t). 

[Due to deduction rule (DET-R), a provably deterministic term always is determin- 
istic .] 

A term t is called nondeterministic iff there are terms t, and t, such that 

t-t+t, A l-t-1, 

and there is does not exist any term t, such that 

I- t, + t, A I- I, -+ t,. 

In order to get similar results to those in the classical theory, we would like to prove 
a completeness result by the construction of a term model, which should be initial 
within the model class. Unfortunately, there are specifications where this construction 
fails. 

6. ADDITIVE SPECIFICATIONS 

In this section, conditions will be studied which allow one to construct a “standard” 
model D (for which initially results hold). As usual, the carrier sets of such a model 
will consist of terms, or a quotient (or similar construction) on terms. As a first 

approach, the interpretation of a term t could be defined as 

ID[ t] = (f’j k t + t’} ) 

i.e. as the set of all terms t can be rewritten to 
But such an approach does not work correctly for (provably) deterministic terms, 

which have to be interpreted by a one-element set. Therefore a quotient structure on the 
terms is necessary, which is defined so that 

[t] =[f’] (1 ä t’t’ A +t’+t. 

This means that the carrier sets of D contain only deterministic terms, so the 
interpretation of a term t is refined to 

I”[t] = {[f](l-M’}, 

i.e. to the set of all deterministic descendants of t. From an operational point of view, a 
term should be interpreted as the set of (classes of) its normal form wrt rewriting. 

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to characterize an arbitrary term by the set of 
its normal forms wrt term rewriting. The following specification represents a typical 
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kind of a specification style where a nondeterministic term has some properties which 
cannot be derived from its deterministic descendants: 

spec NI 

sort s 

func a: +s, 6: -+s, g: -+s, f: s-+s 

rules 

g-+a, f(a)-+69 f(b)-+a, f(sPa, 
DET( a), DET( 6) 

end 

This specification does not describe exactly the behavior of f and g on deterministic 
terms, but gives some information about how f and g work together. If we interpret g 
as containing a only, we automatically have to assume f(a) -+ a, and conversely, if we 
want f(a) to contain b only, we have to assume g ---t 6. 

If we want a specification to admit a satisfactory standard model (which will turn out 
as initial), it has to avoid such strange cases as the one sketched above. In the example 
above, the term-rewriting calculus works in a nonadditive way: If we put the term g 
into the context f(a), it acquires new properties which were not seen in the determinis- 
tic descendants of g (in the same context). Therefore, we restrict ourselves now to the 
class of specifications where the semantics of a term (independently of a context) is 
given by the set of deterministic terms it can be reduced to. For this purpose, the 
syntactical characterization of deterministic terms with the DET predicate turns out to be 
useful. To simplify the arguments, we restrict ourselves also to specifications where 
every deterministic term can be reduced to a provably deterministic term. 

A first step towards a formalization of the property which is missed by the 
specification NI above is the following: If a term I, is used within a context (i.e. as the 
argument of an operation symbol f) to derive a value (i.e. to rewrite to a deterministic 
term) 

kf(t,)+t and t- DET( t), 

then the same value must be computable by a deterministic descendant of t,, i.e., there 
has to be a term t; such that 

I-f(t;)+t and I-t,+t; and kDET(t;). 

If this property is generalized to operation symbols with more arguments, it reads as 
follows: 

DeBnition. A specification T = (C, R) is called DET-additive iff 

v[f:s, x a.. XS,+S]EF: 

vt,EW(C), ,,..., t,EW(C),“, tdqq,: 

Tt-f(t,,. . . ,t,)+t A TkDET(t) * 

~t;EW(~),,,...,t:,EW(C),“: 

Tt-f(t;,...,t;) -‘t A TEt,+t; A 9-e A Tt-t,+t; 

A 7-l--DET(t;) A *-* A T!-DET(t;). 
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Another property is useful in order to construct standard models (in our framework, 
where partiality is excluded): Each nondeterministic term should have at least one 
(provably) deterministic descendant. (This includes that a deterministic term can be 
reduced to a provable deterministic one.) 

Definition. A specification T = (2, R) is called DET-complete iff 

V&W(C): 3t’EW(C): T!-t-‘t’ A Tl-DET(t'). 

DET-completeness is very similar to suficient completeness wrt to a base part of a 
specification. Existing criteria for sufficient completeness (see e.g. [ 111) can be adapted 
to test for DEr-completeness. The example NAT above is DET-additive and DEr-complete, 
but NI is only DET-complete. 

The DET-additivity of a specification is not easy to check in general. But it holds for 
an important class of specifications: 

Definition. A specification is called constructor-based iff there is a subset CC F of 
the function symbols which are assumed to be determinate in all models and if all 
axioms are of the form 

where f EF 1 C and all the ci are built of variables and C-functions only. 

Constructor-based specifications are automatically DET-additive. 
For a DET-complete and DET-additive specification, we are able to construct a 

standard model D which takes as its carrier sets the ground terms t for which DET( t) is 
deducible. To be 

t== t’ #def 

and the standard 
carrier: 

more precise, a congruence on deterministic terms is defined by 

(T/-t-t0 T+t’+t), 

model uses equivalence classes of deterministic ground terms as its 

Definition. Given a DET-complete and DET-additive specification T, a standard model 
D is defined by 

SD= ([ t]Ew(c)s/= ITI- DET(t)) if seS, 

f"([4], . . . &I)= ([t](T-T(f)A T+f(t,,...,t,)+t} 

if feF, [ ti]EW(q/=. 

For the example NAT, the standard model D obtained by this construction is 
isomorphic to the standard model N defined above. 

The DET-completeness of the specification ensures that the function application 
always has at least one possible result. If DET-additivity is known also, the definition of 
the operations generalizes additively to the interpretation of terms: 

Lemma. Let T be a DET-complete and DET-additive specification. A valuation in D 
is represented by a substitution [a] (generalized module congruence) which 
assigns to variables equivalence classes of deterministic terms. Then for an 
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arbitrary term t, 

4wl = WI ??-DET(t’) A Tw-tt’). 

PROOF. By induction on the term structure of t. 0 

This lemma justifies the claim that D always is a model of T: Let I-+ r be a rule of 
R, and [u] a substitution in L). Then 

[tl qwl * Tl- DET(t) A Tk ur+t 

=5 TkDET(t) A Tkal-tt [by (RULE-~) and (TRANS)] 

* ItI qw1. 
Using the model D, we get a weak completeness result for ground terms: 

Theorem 3. Let T= (C, R) be a DET-complete and DET-additive spec$cation, 
AeMod(T). Then for ground terms tl, t2E W(C), 

TFDET(t2) A Mod(T)H-*t2 * TI- tl -+ t2. 

PROOF. 

TI- DET( t2) A Mod(T) I= tl -+ t2 

* Tk DET(t2) A Dl= tl -+ t2 

* Tl-DDET(t2) A (Vt’: Tl-DET(t’) A Tt- t2-+t’ * Tt- tl -t’) 

* Tfitl-+t2. 0 

In order to get a classical initially result for D, we have to restrict the model class, 
too, as it is shown below. 

7. MAXIMALLY DETERMINISTIC ALGEBRAS 

Before stating an initiality result, we should clarify the notion of a homomorphism: 

Definition. Let C = (S, F) be a signature, A, BEMAlg(C). A (tight) C-homomor- 
phism cp from A to B is a family of mappings (p = (‘ps)ses 

$9,: SA + KJ+(sB), 

where for all [f : s, x . * * x s, + s] EF and all e, ES?, . . , e,,EsnA 

{e’Ep,(e)IeEf”(e,, . . ,e,)} 

= {e’EfB(e;,.. -,e:,))e;~rp,,(e,),...,e;,E~,~(e,)}. (*> 

cp is called a loose C-homomorphism iff in (*) only the inclusion E holds instead of 
equality. 

The definition above is slightly more general than the definitions in [ 17, 8, 16, 101 
where homomorphisms for multialgebras are defined as pointwise mappings (i.e. 
p, : sA -+ sB). Our definition covers the pointwise definition as a special case. The more 
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general definition has the advantage that the interpretation mapping of terms in a model 
A can be seen as a homomorphism from the free term algebra to A. 

A first important observation is that the model D is loosely initial in Mod(T), i.e.: 

Theorem 4. Let T be a DET-complete and DET-additive speci$cation. Then there is 
a unique loose homomorphism from the standard model D to any model 
A EMod(T). 

PROOF. Given a model A, the homomorphism (o : D + A is defined by 

&I) =IA[f]. 

The homomorphism condition is now 

(e~cp(~~l)([tl~fD([t,l~~~~‘[t~l)} 
= {eel”[t]ITFf(t,,...,t,)-+t A Tl-DET(t)} 

~ZA[f(f,9...,fn>] [byTheorem2: A~f(t,,...,t,)-+t] 

= {eef”(e,,..., e,))eieZA[ti]l = (e~fA(e,,...,e,)le;~~([ti])f. 

The uniqueness of cp is shown by induction on the term structure of t. 0 

We can designate now a class of X-multialgebras which is particularly well adapted 
to specifications with a deterministic basis. We get the new notion by a generalization of 
the “no junk” principle. In a classical algebra “no junk” means that every object of a 
carrier set is the interpretation of some term. Here we want every object of a carrier set 
to be the interpretation of a deterministic term, and moreover we would like to force the 
models to avoid superfluous objects also within the interpretation of nondeterministic 
terms. 

Definition. 

A’ is called a refinement of A iff there is a loose C-homomorphism cp : A’ + A. 

A’ is called more deterministic than A iff V t e W(C): ) IA[ t] ( 1 ) IA’[ t] 1. 

A is called maximally deterministic iff A is more deterministic than all refine- 
ments of A. 

A model A of a specification T = (C, R) is called term-generated iff 

Vsf5S: veEsA : 3tEW(z)S: ZA[t] = {e). 

The class of all term-generated models of T is called Gen(T); the class of all 
term-generated and maximally deterministic models of T is called MGen(T). 

An alternative syntactical characterization may be easier to understand: 

Lemma. Let T = (X, R) be a DET-addith? and Dw-complete specification, A E 

Gen(T). Then A is maximally deterministic 13 

VtEW(E): vecZA[t]: 3t’EW(C): 

TI- t-r t’ A TI- DET(t’) A zA[ t’] = (e} 
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PROOF. Omitted here. 0 

For the standard model D we now have the (tight) initiality result: 

Theorem 5. Let T = (C, R) be a oEr-complete and wr-additive specification. Then 
there is a unique tight homomorphism from the standard model D to any model 
in MGen( T) . 

PROOF. Let A be a maximally deterministic model. The homomorphism cp : D + A is 
defined as above. As in Theorem 4, we have for a ground term t 

Since A is ‘maximally deterministic, for the cardinalities the following inequation 
holds: 

~(~~~~~~‘l~(~l’l~~“~~l]~~l~D~~l/~l~”~~lI~ 
This means that in (*) above equality holds instead of inclusion 0 

It may be noted that this initiality result is compatible with the pointwise notion of 
homomorphism, i.e., the unique homomorphism from D to the models always has a 

singleton set as its result. 
Now we can state that the computations within the term-rewriting model D are 

sound and complete for the intended model class. This means (for ground terms t 1, t 2) 
D1=tl-+t2 e MGen(T)i=tl-+t2. 

8. EXAMPLES 

In order to illustrate the range of concepts which can be related to the proposed 
specification language, two examples are given below. The first one comes from 
automata theory, the second one from parallel programming. 

8. I. Nondeterministic Finite Automata 

The classical concept of nondeterminism, as it appears in automata theory, can be easily 
described in a nondeterministic algebraic specification. As an example, consider the 
automaton shown in Figure 1, which is derived from a systematic search for the 
patterns “OL” or “LO” in a given sequence of O’s and L’s; s2 means “OL 

& 

FIGURE 1 
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found”, s4 means “LO found”. (E denotes here a “spontaneous” transition.) The 
automaton is highly nondeterministic: For instance, if the automaton is in state s3 and 
processes an “0” as its input, it may go into state s4 or into state sl (using the 
E-transition to state SO). 

The following specification encodes this automaton. The operation trans is the 
transition function (which computes the next state out of the actual state and the input); 
trans* is the transitive closure of trans: 

spec 

sort 

func 

rules 

NFA 

Input, State, Seq 

0, L: + Input, 

empty : + Seq, append : Seq x Input + Seq, 
so, sl, ~2, s3, s4: -+ State 
trans : State X Input -+ State, 
trans* : State x Seq -+ State 

DET( 0)) DET( L) , DET(eIIlpty), DET(append( S, X)) , 

DET(SO), DET(Sl), DET(S3), DET(S4), 

trans(sO, 0) -+sl, trans(sO, L) -+s2, 
trans( sl , L) -+ s3, 
trans(s2,O) -+ s4, 
trans(s3,O) +s3, trans(s3, L) +s3, 

trans( s4, 0) + s4, trans( s4, L) + s4, 

trans( sl , x) + trans( so, x), { E-transitions} 
trans(s2, x) + trans(sO, x), 
trans( s3, x) -+ trans( so, x), 
trans(s4, x) -+ trans(sO, x), 

trans*( s, empty) -+ s, 
trans*(s, append(t, x)) -+ trans*(trans(s, x), t) 

The calculus allows us to rewrite, for instance, the term 

trans*( SO, append(append(append(empty, L), O), L)) 

into one of the states s2, s3, or s4. This illustrates the fact that the automaton “finds” 
the overlapping occurrences of the patterns “OL” and “LO” in the sequence 
‘< LOL”. 

8.2. Nondeterministic processes 

The second example gives an impression how nondeterministic specifications can be 
used to formulate questions in the area of distributed systems. For this purpose, a very 
restricted language for the description of processes is introduced by the following 
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specification text (Atom denotes a sort of atomic actions, Set is the sort of finite sets 
over Atom) : 

sort 
func 

rules 

Proc 
stop : -+ Proc, 
prefix : Action x Proc + Proc, 
par : Proc X Set X Proc -+ Proc 

oEr(stop), DET(Prefix( X, P)), DET(par( P, A, 4)) 

The process stop represents a terminating process; prefix is a process which issues an 
action and then transforms itself into a continuation process; par combines two 
processes for parallel execution. The parallel composition has a synchronization con- 
cept: Some actions (given in the Set parameter of par) have to take place synchronously 
in both processes. 

In order to describe a semantics similar to classical trace semantics for processes, it 
may be useful to know what is an allowed next action for a given process. The 
operation next delivers one action out of the set of possible actions for a process. An 
action x can be the next action of a parallel composition par( p, A, q) if it has no 
synchronization restriction (i.e., x$A) and it is a next action of p or q. If x~A, it has 
to be a next action of both p and q. 

The following text tries to formalize this mechanism (we assume the infix operations 
E and # for set membership to be given): 

func next : Agent + Action 
rules 

next(prefix( x, p)) +x, 
next(p) +x & next(q) -+x & x64 * next(par( p, A, q)) +x, 
next(p) -+x & x&4 * next(par(p, A, q))-*x, 
next(q)-+x & x$A * next(par(p, A, 4)) +x 

Unfortunately, this specification needs a nontrivial extension of the specification lan- 
guage from above. It uses conditional inclusion rules of the form 

P,&...& PnjPn+i 
(where the pi are inclusion rules). In [14], the framework is extended to such 
conditional rules, and different semantic descriptions of a language for processes 
(Theoretical CSP) are investigated within this framework. 

9. SOFTWARE WHICH SUPPORTS NONCONFLUENT REWRITING 

The presented calculus for nondeterministic specifications is so similar to classical term 
rewriting that software support is almost readily available. Most implementations of 
term rewriting can simply be applied also to nonconfluent specifications. In some sense, 
the theory of nondeterministic specifications even explains what happens if such systems 
are “ misused’ ’ by violating the confluence condition. There are two crucial require- 
ments if a term-rewriting laboratory is to be applied to nondeterministic specifications: 
the correct function call (call-time choice) and a search strategy exhausting all nondeter- 
ministic solutions. 

The first problem (call-time choice) is solved satisfactorily in many implementations. 
For efficiency reasons, often a “innermost” strategy is used which first reduces the 
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argument terms before a rule for a more outer symbol is applied. This corresponds well 
to the rule (AXIOM-D) in the calculus above. Moreover, also for efficiency reasons, most 
implementations do not actually duplicate the term bound to x when a rule like 

double(x) 4 add( x, x) 

is applied. Instead, only one copy of the term is used; both occurrences of x are 
replaced with a pointer to this single term (subterm sharing; cf. [I]). In most cases, 
such an implementation of nonconfluent term rewriting is also correct (see [la] for 

details). 
The second problem (search strategies) is more difficult in a system which simply 

reduces a term to a normal form. This kind of software will deliver correctly one of the 
possible deterministic descendants for a nondeterministic term; but which one is chosen 
depends on implementation details. A more useful tool should enumerate all possible 
descendants systematically. Fortunately, such a systematic search is available in some 
laboratories. In particular, if a system contains a so-called narrowing algorithm, it is 
well suited for nondeterministic rewriting. Narrowing has been developed for solving 
unification problems within an equational theory; the algorithm has to search within 
many alternative rewrite sequences from one given term (each of them generated by a 
certain hypothesis about the unifier). (See e.g. [18] for a description of narrowing and 
its simulation within a Knuth-Bendix framework.) 

The system RAP [ 13, 71, for instance, can be used correctly for the examples above 
without any change. RAP is an implementation of narrowing, so it needs as its input a 
system of equations containing free variables. In the example NAT above, a suitable 
equation is (with a free variable x) 

double(or(zero, succ(zero))) =x. 

RAP now enumerates “solutions” of this equation, i.e. substitutions for the variable x. 
It computes 

x = zero, 
x = succ (succ (zero)) . 

It is interesting that the narrowing algorithm computes sensible results even for less 
trivial equations where some “unification” work is needed-a topic of further re- 
search. 

Obviously, a number of subtle questions arise when rewriting is changed into a 
search process. In particular, if nondeterminating computations exist, the computations 
must be performed in a fair manner in order to deliver every solution eventually. RAP 

supports this kind of computations with a built-in breadth-first search strategy. RAP 

allows one to improve the exponential complexity of nondeterministic computations 
significantly, since confluent subsystems of the axiom set can be treated with a classical 
rewriting algorithm. Moreover, RAP offers support for conditional rewrite rules which 
are necessary for many interesting examples (see Section 8.2). To summarize, RAP turns 
out to be a sufficient tool for basic experiments with nondeterministic specifications. 
Unfortunately, its performance is still unsatisfactory for larger examples. 

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have shown that term rewriting without a confluence condition is an appropriate 
specification language for the nondeterministic algebras used in [16] and [lo]. We had 
to impose restrictions on the specifications and on the term-rewriting calculus in order 
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to get significant results. But a large class of practically relevant specifications fulfills 
the restriction on specifications; and the restricted calculus can be simulated for this 
class easily, using existing software tools for term rewriting. 

It is interesting that Kaplan [15], although using a different approach by specifying 
the set union instead of the set inclusion, comes up with a restriction to a very similar 
kind of specifications (regular specifications). The question which of the two approaches 
is more powerful for the treatment of practical problems can be answered only from 
practical experiments. 

The concept of nondeterministic algebraic specifications allows us to connect closely 
a number of different areas in theoretical computer science: universal algebra, term 
rewriting, theory of nondeterminism. Moreover, it is useful for an analysis of the 
connections between algebraic and logic programming. Nonconfluent term rewriting, if 
generalized to nonconfluent narrowing, seems to be the exact counterpart to logic 
programming (in the sense of PROLOG), but using a more functional and algebraic 
point of view. In [3] a detailed explanation is given how narrowing can be simulated by 
PROLOG; it is remarkable that this translation works well also for nonconfluent 
systems. But in my opinion, there are good reasons why the algebraic approach should 
be chosen. Nondeterministic algebraic programs are on a “higher level” than PROLOG 
programs (for instance, they admit nested function applications). Efficient mechanisms 
for function evaluation are easier to integrate into a calculus based on term rewriting (a 
kind of evaluation) than into relational programs. 

To summarize, nondeterministic algebraic specifications are interesting from a 
theoretical point of view, as a tool to unify different approaches. But they may be also 
interesting from a practical point of view as an algebraic programming language. 
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